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Definitions – 
Traumatic 

Brain Injury 

•  Traumatically  (head being struck or striking an 
object, or acceleration/deceleration movement) 
induced physiological disruption of brain function 
with either:

    1. any period of loss of consciousness;

    2. any loss of memory for events immediately before or after the

        accident;

    3. any alteration in mental state at the time of the accident (eg, feeling

        dazed, disoriented, or confused); and

    4. focal neurological deficit(s) that may or may not be transient

    Mild if:
     1. loss of consciousness of approximately 30 minutes or less;

     2. if after 30 minutes, an initial Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) of 13–15; and

     3. posttraumatic amnesia (PTA) not greater than 24 hours.



Long	Term	Outcome	
of	Repetitive	Head	
Trauma	

None	

Static	deficit	

Chronic	Traumatic	Encephalopathy	

Risk	factor	for	Alzheimer’s/	
Parkinson’s	disease		



	

	

Long-Term Consequences of Repetitive 
Head Impacts in Boxers: Terminology 

•  Punch	Drunk:	Martland,	1928		

•  Traumatic	Encephalopathy:	Parker,	1934	

•  Dementia	Pugilistica:	Millspaugh,	1937	

•  Chronic	Traumatic	Encephalopathy:	
			 	Critchley,	1957	(and	earlier)	

•  Psychopathic	Deterioration	of	the	Pugilist:	
	Courville,	1962	

•  Chronic	Traumatic	Brain	Injury:	Jordan,	1997	

•  Chronic	Traumatic	Encephalopathy:	Omalu	et	al.,	2002	–	In	American	Football	Player	

•  Traumatic	Encephalopathy:	Victoroff,	2013	

•  Traumatic	Encephalopathy	Syndrome:	Stern,	2014	

	



Chronic Traumatic 
Encephalopathy (CTE) 

•  Neurodegenerative disease, unique  neuropathology 

 

•  Caused, in part, by repetitive brain trauma, including 
concussions and  subconcussive  blows.  

•  The repetitive trauma appears to start a cascade of  events in 
the brain that eventually leads to progressive 
neurodegeneration. 



CTE 
Pathology 

• Cavum Septum 
Pellucidum 

• Cerebellar scarring 

• Degeneration of  SN/LC 

• Ventriculomegaly 

• Diffuse neurofibrillary 
tangles 



CTE Neuropathology 
Proteinopathy 

•  Characterized by misfolded, hyperphosphorylated form of  the 
microtubule-associated protein (MAP) tau: 

–  Neurofibrillary tangles and astrocytic tangles 

•  Unique distribution with early perivascular distribution and  depths 
of  cortical sulci 

•  Later, widespread distribution; “prion spread”? 

•  Diffuse plaques of  amyloid; also TDP 43, Lewy bodies can be found 



Unique Pathology of CTE 

Perivascular 

Depths of the Sulci 

Hyperphosphorylated tau protein as neurofibrillary tangles 

Superficial Layers NFTs 



John Grimsley - Died at Age 45 

•  Houston	Oilers	1984-1990;	Miami	Dolphins	
1991-1993;	Linebacker;	Pro-Bowl,	1988	

•  At	least	8	concussions	during	NFL	career.	

•  Hunting/Fishing	guide	post	NFL	

•  For	the	5	years	prior	to	death	at	age	45,	he	
experienced	worsening	memory	and	cognitive	
functioning,	as	well	as	increasing	“short	fuse.”	

•  Died	of	gunshot	to	chest	while	cleaning	gun.		
Not	suicide.		



Grimsley - Neuropathology 

65 yr old healthy 
control 

Grimsley 45 yr 
old CTE 

73 yr old boxer with 
dementia and CTE 



CTE 
Clinical 

Features 

Derived  two ways: 

•  Older studies of   retired boxers 

•  Retrospective interviews with family members of   
autopsy proven cases 



Clinical Features 
Three-Four Primary Domains 



Clinical Features 
Symptoms may begin years after exposure to head trauma ceases 

 

“Classic”	form	of	CTE			
•  Dysarthria			
•  (Extra)pyramidal	

•  Cerebellar		
•  Impulse	dyscontrol			

•  With	or	without	cognitive	

“Modern”	form	
•  Mood	disorder	

•  Behavioral	
•  Cognitive	may	

					develop	later	



CTE – what 
we know  
( or not) 

•  Incidence/prevalence  - unknown 

•  Natural history/prognosis  - 
unknown 

•  Risk factors ( except trauma) - 
unknown 

•  Diagnostic Criteria – no 
consensus 

•  Imaging – no specific features 



Epidemiology  
•  Few prospective studies  

•  17%  of boxers commonly quoted 
    but 40% of the rest had neuro findings 
    ( Roberts, 1969) 
 
•  Survey of 1,063 ex-NFL players  >50 y/o 

showed rate of AD 5X that of US population 

•  Neurodegenerative mortality 3-4X higher in 
professional football players 

•  52 of 54 Pro Football players in BU Brain Bank 
have had CTE (Biased!!) 

						

						

1.  McKee et al. Brain. 2013; 136: 43-64 

2.  Lehman et al Neurology 2012; 79:1970-1974	



Natural 
History 

•  Literature review of suspected CTE cases: 
        68% progressive 
        Sx begin 8-10 years after RHT 
        Clinical course slower than Alzheimer’s 

•  Co-morbidities factor in  
         Cardiovascular 
         Substance abuse 
     
•   No prospective studies with long term follow 

up 
      
 

Montenigro PH et al. Brain Pathol. 2015;25:304-17.  



Risk 
Factors 

•  EXPOSURE (but what is important?) 
•  Severity and type of trauma     
       Overall duration  
       Total amount of hits 
       Amount of rest/time between hits  
       Age at first exposure to hits  
•  Genetics (e.g., APOE, MAPT) ? 
•  Age 
•  Education 



Clinical 
Criteria 

•  Several have been proposed ( Jordan, 
Victoroff, Stern) 

•  None have been validated 

•  Commonalities include: 

•      Need for exposure to head trauma 

•      Sx/signs involving  behavioral,     
cognitive , or motoric function 

No alternative dx 



Imaging Findings 
•  Structural  

         CSP (52% v. 14.9% nc) 

         Atrophy  

         Microbleeds  (4.3 % v 0% nc) 

         White matter lesions  

         None of  these features specific 

•  Microstructural  

          Altered DTI, whole brain and  in ROIs 

          No generally accepted method of   DTI analysis 

          No normal  DTI “range” 

•  Metabolic    (PET)      

          Hypometabolism posterior cingulate, frontal,  

          parieto-  occipital, cerebellum 

          Based on small series 

No	findings	closely	link	with	CTE	pathology	



Can we make a 
diagnosis? 

•  Presumptively  if… 
•  History of  significant  exposure to head trauma 

•  Progressive  course 

•  Neuro examination finding  multiple systems 
involved 

•  Neuropsychological testing 

•  Laboratory testing to r/o other disorders 

        “Dementia” battery of  lab tests 

         MRI  

         CSF and PET amyloid imaging optional 

      



What we 
need: 

biomarkers 

•  Biomarkers can be used to detect and 
track CTE 

•      Imaging 

•      Serum/CSF 

•  Biomarker identification can be used 
for: 

•      Diagnosis 

•      Clinical Trials ( inclusion, outcome 
measure) 



Design	

•  Longitudinal, cohort 
study  

•  Subjects choose us 

•  Three groups 

   Control (age/education 
matched) 

    Active pro fighters ( boxers, 
MMA) 

    Retired Fighters (>10 
professional fights) 

Goals	

•  Understand natural 
history of  cumulative 
head trauma 

•  Identify early markers/
predictors of  disease 

•  Identify risk factors 

•  Provide tools for 
regulatory agencies & 
participants to assess 
risk 



PFBHS  
Findings 

•  Specific regional volumetric changes 
can be seen on MRI  

•  Volumetric changes associated with 
clinical performance 

•  DTI and RSC findings also  associated 
with exposure and clinical 
performance 

•  Multimodal modal can predict 
likelihood of  impairment 

All	of	this	is	at	a	group	level	–	application	on	individual	
basis???	



Comparison	of	the	percent	reduction	in	brain	volumes	over	one	year	for	
fighters	with	no	professional	fights	in	the	last	year	(n=21)	vs.	fighters	with	two	
or	more	professional	fights	in	the	last	year	(n=23).		There	were	marginally	
significant	reductions	in	the	right	putamen	and	mid	posterior	CC.		



	Comparison	of	the	percent	reduction	in	cognitive	test	scores	over	one	year	for	fighters	
with	no	reduction	in	thalamic	volume	(n=30)	vs.	fighters	with	bilateral	reduction	in	
thalamic	volume	(n=20).		There	was	a	marginally	significant	reduction	in	reaction	time.			



The Next Important Step: 
Brain Tau Imaging 

•  PET scan ligands which label tau are 
under investigation 

•  In the PFBHS,   PET FDDNP and AVID 1451 
are being studied  



PET	FDDNP	in	Retired	NFL	Players	



Subject	with	greater	
exposure	history	

Subject	with	less	
exposure	history	

FDDNP	in	PFBHS	Cohort	



Head 
Trauma as 
Risk Factor 

for 
Alzheiemr’s 

Disease 

•  Conflicting	results	
•  Pooled	data	did	not	show	relation	with	
Traumatic	Brain	Injury	(	TBI)	with	Loss	of	
Consciousness	(LOC)*	

•  Death	Certificate	study:	mortality	from	
Alzheimer’s		4x	higher	in	NFL	players**	

•  Issues	with:	
							case	ascertainment	
							exposure		

•  *Crane	et	al.	JAMA	Neurol.	2016	

•  **Lehman	et	al	.	Neurology,	2012:79:1970	



Head 
Trauma 

and risk of 
Parkinson’s

Disease        
( PD) 

•  Conflicting	evidence	
•  Recent		report	has		TBI	with	LOC	
associated	with	PD	

•  In	NFL	players,		no	significant	
association	

•  Same	limitations	



Summary •  Repetitive	head	trauma	(	RHT)		is	risk	
factor	for		CTE		

•  RHT	is	not	as	clear	a	risk	factor	for	
other		neurodegenerative	disorders	

•  CTE	has	unique		pathology		but	
clinical	features	less	specific	

•  Clinical	diagnosis		currently		
presumptive		


